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CONDOLAND

Condominium Act Reform and
Licensing of Managers –
A Brave New World
by Armand Conant, B.Eng., LL.B. D.E.S.S. (Sorbonnne)

The Condo Act has been undergoing some changes,
starting early December 2015 when Bill 106 received
Royal Assent, and was officially called the Protecting
Condominium Owners Act, 2015 (“PCOA”). The
three main areas it covers are: (a) major reform to our
current condo legislation – the Condominium Act, 1998
(the “Act”); (b) legislation for licensing of managers –
the Condominium Management Services Act, 2015
(“CMSA”); and (c) reforms to Tarion warranty coverage
to cover conversions. The government has also recently
announced a whole-scale re-structuring of Tarion itself.
So we are entering a brave new world, with great hope
that this will significantly improve our condominium
community, enhance consumer protection, yet not stifle
development.
PCOA does not
become law until
the
regulations
have been passed.
The task has turned
out to be much
more complicated
than
originally
expected as they
will be significantly
lengthier than our
present regulations.
It has been a great
pleasure to have
participated, along
with many other professionals, in consultations with the
Ministry about the regulations.
This article will briefly discuss Phase I of the draft
regulations for the reforms to the Act, because they
will impact directors, owners and your corporations
more immediately. The newly created, but not yet
open, organization for our industry (that will become
an Administrative Authority), called the “Condominium
Authority of Ontario” (“CAO”) will also be discussed.
Stay tuned for a future article on the licensing of condo
managers and their own Administrative Authority called

the Condominium Managers Regulatory Authority of
Ontario (“CMRAO”).
A. Regulations for the Reforms to the Act (Phase I)
Since the regulations have become quite complicated, the
government decided that rather than wait until they are
all completed, it will phase them in so that portions of the
amendments to the Act can be proclaimed and become
law. Then the balance of PCOA can be phased in as the
regulations are passed (hoped to be completed by early
2018).
The first phase of draft regulations for the condo reforms
were published in mid February for public input and
comments, which has now been completed. These draft
regulations focus only on governance issues (how to run your
corporation).
Please
note that that these draft
regulations may change
after the government has
considered the public’s
and stakeholders’ input.
CCI’s
Legislative
Committee (on which
this writer has the
privilege of being the
Chair) met in March
and produced a Brief
of comments that it
sent to the government.
This Committee is
made up of 10 industry
professionals and represents the views of all 7 Ontario
Chapters of CCI.
The draft regulations deal with 4 key areas:
1. Communications from Corporations to Owners
(a) Information certificates
There will be three different types of prescribed certificates/
forms that will have to be sent out to owners (with an
exemption for small corporations if stipulated requirements
are met):
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(i) Periodic Information Certificate (“PIC”) - To be sent
to owners twice during the fiscal year and will contain
updated information, for example, names of directors and
officers, address for service of the corporation, copy of
the budget, a copy of any disclosures made by directors
under the new disclosure requirements.
(ii) Information Certificate Update (“ICU”) – To be sent
to owners within 15 days of certain events occurring
during the year, such as a change in directors or officers;
and
(iii) New Owner Information Certificate (“NOIC”) – To
be sent to all new owners and will contain information
from the most recent PIC and ICU.
(b) Record of Owners and Notice to Owners
Owners will have to give notice in writing setting out
their name and identifying the unit, within 30 days
after becoming an owner. If the owner agrees, then
the corporation can communicate electronically with
them (communications, notices of meetings, etc.). Also,
documents will, in certain circumstances, be allowed to
be “delivered” to the unit or its mailbox.
2.
Directors Mandatory Disclosures and Training
(Education)
PCOA amends the act with respect to qualifications
and disqualifications of directors. There are new
requirements, for example: (a) mandatory disclosure
of certain information by directors and also candidates
running for the board; and (b) mandatory education/
training of all directors after they are elected.
(a) Disclosure by Directors and Candidates
All candidates will have to submit a statement (probably a
prescribed form) either when they submit their candidacy
or at the meeting (if nominated from the floor), containing
required disclosure information (if any applies), such
as whether they (or their spouse, child or parent) are a
party to any legal proceedings; have they been convicted
of an offence under the Act; any conflict of interest as
defined by the Act, and more. Sitting directors will also
have increased disclosure requirements similar to that for
candidates.
(b) Mandatory Education of Directors
After the legislation becomes law, then within 6 months
of being elected or appointed, a director will have to
complete the required training. The content and delivery
of the education material is currently being prepared, but
the idea is (but not yet decided) that it be free, no more
than 3 hours, available online and in short modules, with
no exam or test.
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3. Meetings and Voting
There will be new requirements for preliminary notices
and notices of owners meeting. These hopefully will be in
prescribed forms and are designed to give candidates and
owners more information and advanced notice of meetings,
and include the information certificates and any director’s
disclosure statements.
The quorum threshold for certain meetings will be lowered.
For example, on the 3rd attempt for an AGM, the quorum
will drop from 25% to 15%. The regulations will be able
to set different voting thresholds for by-law approvals (with
certain limitations). There is greater clarity about voting, a
mandatory prescribed form of proxies and mechanisms to
reduce abuse.
4. Corporation’s Records - Retention and Access (Sec. 55
of the Act)
This is an important issue because the largest number of
disputes arise from corporation’s records and access to
them. It is also important because it is contemplated that
this will be the first issue that the CAO’s dispute resolution
mechanism and the Tribunal will deal with.
The regulations will better define what are corporate
records and stipulate minimum retention periods – from
unlimited (for fundamental records), to the time when
ballots and proxies can be destroyed. The industry is also
being strongly encouraged to move from paper records to
electronic, including electronic proxies.
For access to records - good owners versus a bad board; and
a bad owner against a good board -the regulations set out a
new procedure and prescribed forms, to deal with document
requests, charging a fee, reply by the board and dispute
resolutions mechanisms. These reforms are designed to
reduce disputes, and if they cannot be resolved then to have
them dealt with in a more expeditious and cost effective
manner through the CAO.
B. The Condominium Authority of Ontario (CAO)
The CAO was incorporated as a not-for-profit corporation
in 2016. It is a non-government body that is self financed
and self run. No funds it collects go to the government.
Later this year it is hoped be certified as an “Administrative
Authority” and open its doors on a limited basis. Examples
of Administrative Authorities are Tarion and the VQA (for
classification of Niagara region wines).
The CAO will have 3 main functions: 1) public education
and information about condos; 2) dispute resolution, which
will be its biggest function; and 3) a database of information
about every condominium corporation in Ontario.

A large part of the CAO will deal with dispute resolution including a tribunal (called the CAT). It is anticipated to include
a very robust online dispute resolution tool (guided pathway to assist in education, facilitation and early resolution of the
dispute), and if not resolved, then adjudication. At the outset, it is planned that the CAT will deal with only Sec. 55 (records)
disputes. This will allow the CAO to fine tune the CAT to make it as user centric as possible.
The CAO will be funded primarily by a fee to be paid by owners. It is extensively studying what the fee amount should be,
but as previously mentioned in the media over the last couple of years, it is hoped that it will be in the range of $1.00 per unit
per month. The CAO will invoice the corporation who will add it to their operating budget as a common expense. I strongly
encourage all corporations to start budgeting for it now.
A tremendous amount has occurred since September 2015, with much more to be done. However, we are on the cusp of that
brave new world. Stay tuned!

AR M A N D C O N A N T
is a condo lawyer and heads up the Condo Law Group at Shibley Righton LLP, and provides legal services
to condo corporations and owners across Ontario. Armand is a director of CCI (Toronto), a past President, a
lecturer at its Directors’ courses, Chair of its Legislative Committee and Chair of CCI (National)’s Government
Relations Committee and a member of ACMO’s Associate Committee. Armand is also a recipient of ACMO’s
President and Associate Member of the Year Awards. He has been on all the government committees involved
in the reform to the Condo Act and has been appointed one of the founding directors of the CAO. Armand has
been appointed by the courts as an Administrator and Inspector. He is also an engineer and bilingual.
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Understanding Condominium
Basics and Maintenance Fees
As Property Managers,
we are often asked
questions related to
an owner’s monthly
maintenance fees. These
fees are sometimes
referred to as common
expenses or common
element
fees.
The
types of questions we most often see are; what is included in
my maintenance fee; where do I pay my fees; what options are
available for payment of my fees; and are my maintenance fees
going up this year?

How are maintenance fees calculated?
The Corporation’s Declaration contains a schedule, which
outlines the proportionate share of the common expenses that
are attributable to each unit. Maintenance fees are calculated
for each individual unit using these proportions. This schedule
is prepared before a Corporation is created and before units
are sold. Although the Condominium Act is silent on how the
proportions are to be calculated, the most common method
is to base the proportions on the square footage of each unit
against the total square footage combined for all the units.
An allowance is also made for calculating the proportionate
share for parking, locker and any other units as defined in the
Declaration.

Find out why owners are required to pay maintenance fees, how
they are calculated, how to pay them and repercussions when fees
aren’t paid. As an added bonus, we will try and answer why fees
go up and sometimes down.

It is the responsibility of the Board of Directors of the
Corporation to prepare the annual budget. Although this task
is typically delegated to the Management Company, only the
Board has the voting power to approve the budget.

What is a Condominium Corporation?
A Condominium Corporation in its most basic form is simply
a form of ownership. It is different from the typical residential
detached home where a homeowner owns all the land and the
buildings, which together are known as the property. In the case
of a Condominium Corporation, an owner owns a unit, and the
unit owners collectively own the property.

What is included in the maintenance fees?
This brings us to the question of what is included in the
maintenance fees. Common expenses are defined in the Act
as “meaning the expenses related to the performance of the
objects and duties of a corporation and all expenses, specified
as common expenses in the Act or in a Declaration”. In
other words, the maintenance fees are collected so that the
Corporation can operate and pay its bills for the common
expenses of the Corporation. Once again we typically find a
schedule in the Declaration that lists the common expenses.
The schedule usually contains the wording, “without limiting
the generality of the foregoing, the common expenses include
the following”, which means that the list is not all-inclusive.
Each Corporation is unique and therefore the list of common
expenses will vary from one to another. Examples of some
of the more typical common expenses include; insurance;
utilities; contracts such as landscaping and snow removal;
elevator maintenance; HVAC; cleaning and management;
professional fees for the auditor and solicitor; general repairs
and maintenance; plumbing; electrical; and of course the
reserve fund contribution required by each Corporation to be
set aside for major repairs and replacements of the common
elements.

Although there is more than one type of condominium corporation,
such as a common elements, vacant land and phased corporations,
this article focuses on the most common type, which is a standard
condominium corporation. In a standard corporation, there are
only units and common elements. The saying goes, if it isn’t a
unit, then it is a common element. Each unit is independently
owned and the remaining property are the common elements.
A unit is essentially a space defined by measurement. The units
are defined by the boundaries outlined in the Declaration and
Description of the Corporation. These documents are registered
at the local land registry office. It is this space that a unit owner
owns and is free to sell to a purchaser, subject to any restrictions
in the Declaration, Bylaws or Rules. The most common types
of units we find in a residential condominium, high-rise or
townhouse, are residential units, parking units and locker units.
How do we define common elements?
Now that we know what units are, how do we define common
elements? Fortunately, the Condominium Act of Ontario does
this for us. The definition of common elements under the Act
“means all the property except the units”.
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The importance of paying your maintenance fees on time
Sections 84 – 88 of the Condominium Act deal with common
expenses, including the requirements for each owner to
contribute based on the proportions found in the Declaration
and the rights of the Corporation to collect in case an owner
defaults in their obligation. Not all provinces afford the same

high level of protection to the Corporation as in Ontario. In
this province, if an owner fails to make their monthly payment,
the Corporation has an automatic lien against the unit. This
lien expires within three months unless a certificate of lien is
registered against the unit. If a lien is registered, this is where
the significant costs to the unit owner start to accumulate since
the lien covers the existing outstanding arrears secured by the
lien, future defaults until the lien is discharged plus all interest
owing, and reasonable legal costs and expenses incurred by the
Corporation while collecting the lien. Perhaps most importantly,
once the lien is registered it gives priority over every other
encumbrancer, including the mortgagees, except for a few
select parties such as the Crown. This means that if the unit is
sold under power of sale for example, the Corporation will be
paid ahead of the mortgagees, virtually guaranteeing payment
to the Corporation.
The easiest way to avoid the whole lien scenario and the extra
costs involved is simply to ensure your payments are made
on the first day of each month. Although historically, this was
done through payments by cheque provided to the Management
Office, most payments these days are made by pre-authorized
payment. This is a very simple and cost effective method of
guaranteeing your account doesn’t fall into arrears. Most
Management Companies offer this service to its clients and
make it very easy for an owner to enroll. Simply contact your
company and they will send you the forms to sign, and request
that you provide a void cheque so they have your bank account,
branch and institution numbers. Other methods of payment
accepted by most Corporations is payment made by cheque(s),
hopefully by the owner sending 12 post-dated each fiscal year,
or by money order or some other form of guaranteed funds.
It is important to note that monthly reminder letters for
maintenance fee arrears, are only sent as a courtesy. A
Corporation is only required to send out the regulated Notice
of Lien form 10 days before a lien is registered against a unit.
A Corporation is no more responsible to ensure an owner pays
their fees, than a credit card company would be to ensure their
customer pays their monthly statement.
So why do maintenance fees go up? Well despite Sir Isaac
Newton’s assertion that what goes up, must come down,
common expenses are not always in the control of the
Corporation. Utility prices are set by the providers and the
Ontario Energy Board, insurance premiums are subject to
market forces, service contracts increase with inflation and
future major repairs cost more than they do today. It is the job
of both Management and the Board to use their best efforts to
manage the expenses efficiently and effectively. Maintenance
fees can decrease, although not often. Hopefully with the
proposed cut to electricity rates, this may be one year where we
may see it happen.

J O HN DAMAREN, R C M
is a Client Relations Manager at Maple Ridge Community Management
(MRCM). He has been a condominium professional since 1991, is a
member of ACMO and served on the ACMO Board of Directors, including
two years as President. He was the ACMO 2006 Manager of the year and
received the President’s Award in 2007.
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Dress for Success

Building your Workplace Wardrobe
by Genny Iannucci

When it comes to dressing for the workplace, most of us
have heard the old adages ‘dress for the job you want, not
the job you have’, ‘dress to impress’ and ‘dress for success’.
But does what you wear in the workplace or to a job
interview really make a difference? In a word – yes! First
impressions are usually formed within the first few seconds
of meeting someone. More than 50% of that first impression
is based on clothing and grooming. Some of the factors that
influence one’s first impression also include the following:
Is the outfit, inclusive of accessories and footwear,
appropriate for the environment, circumstance and time of
year?
Is the overall outfit coordinated? Are shoes and accessories
- including handbags and briefcases - in sync with the
overall look?
Is the outfit current and age appropriate?
Does the outfit fit properly? Even the most expensive suit
will fail to make one look good if the sleeves, pant/skirt
hemlines are too short or too long, or the fit is too loose or
too tight. Alterations should certainly be done to improve
fit.
Is the outfit, including footwear, clean and well-maintained?
All articles of clothing, including coats, should be neatly
pressed, and shoes should be polished with heels in good
condition. If an item needs mending i.e. missing buttons,
seams or hems coming apart, get them repaired before
future office appearances. Items showing their age should
be retired from your business rotation.
Perfectly Suited
Zip front jacket in pastel hues $225.00
Matching a-line pleated skirt $125.00
Lace detail top $75.00
Items available at Tristan stores,
www.tristanstyle.com

Suited for Business
Navy extra slim fit suit in 95% wool, 5%
elastane $798.00
Modern fit dress shirt $198.00
100% silk tie $118.00
Light blue slim fit suit in 100%
virgin wool $798.00
Strellson Travel Collection slim fit, wrinkle
free dress shirt $178.00
100% silk tie $118.00
100% calf leather belt $98.00
Items available at Strellson stores,
www.strellson.com
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While such significance on clothing may appear superficial,
what you wear is a visual representation of your personal
brand and part of what you exude to your stakeholders.
This is especially important when preparing for a job
interview. Recently, this writer required assistance on an
important business transaction, bringing in three candidates
to interview for the job. All three contenders had similar
credentials. Two of the candidates attended the interview
in fairly casual attire, while the third individual arrived
impeccably groomed and dressed in a modern tailored suit,
dress shirt and tie. His look and demeanor read professional
and successful. Needless to say, the third candidate bagged
the job.
To “dress for success” is to have a clear understanding of
your employer’s, client’s or potential employer’s place in
the business community. Do they have a formal corporate
environment, or do they lean towards business casual?
Alternatively, is the workplace more informal and casual?
Always be respectful of the dress code that is in place.
Additionally, do not become cavalier or complacent with
your attire. Remember, even if you have not been formally
counselled when a wardrobe choice is inappropriate or off
the grid, be aware that those around you do pay attention.
If you question the appropriateness of an outfit, trust your
instincts and change. And when preparing for a job interview
or a meeting with a new client, do the necessary research to
learn what you can about the company’s corporate culture.
Become acquainted with their dress code and expectations
and dress accordingly. It will be noted and appreciated.
For formal corporate environments, a head to toe suit is
your go-to wardrobe staple. For both men and women,
suits in lighter to midweight wools or blends
are a good choice.
These fabrics have the
ability to look seasonally
appropriate year-round
while being comfortable
to wear. Keep styles
simple and tailored
(leave trends to off
hours), but ensure the
suit is up-to-date with
respect to its overall
shape, cut and detailing.

For women, suits may encompass a jacket with a pair of
pants, a skirt or a dress. Skirts and dresses should be knee
length, or one to two inches above or below the knee. Best
colours for both women and men include black, navy,
charcoal, taupe, browns and soft neutrals. Keep patterns
subdued. Tonal pinstripes or smaller checks work well. For
men, vests are an on-trend and up-market add-on. Complete
your look with a dress shirt and coordinating tie for men,
and a collared, scoop or V- neck blouse for women. As for
jewellery, less is more. Pick one significant piece - whether
a tasteful timepiece, or a lovely necklace and keep the rest
of the pieces low key. Timeless pumps with refined heels
for women and modern oxfords for men will amp up your
look. Gentlemen, socks with dress shoes are an absolute
must in corporate environments.
If the dress code at your
workplace is business
casual, appropriate options
and level of formality will
vary widely depending on
the type of business. For
businesses that are creative
in nature, there is often
greater latitude in what is
acceptable. The advice to
heed in a business casual
workplace is to think
business first and casual
second. And while it may
be tempting to go ultracasual, always bear in
mind that you are headed
to a place of business, not
your friend’s pad. Use
the company dress code
and the abovementioned
guidelines when putting
together an outfit.

footwear. It has the ability to make or break a business casual
outfit. If your office permits running shoes, opt for dressier
versions that complement and enhance your outfit. Save gym
shoes for working out and flip flops for the beach.

Casual Workplace Chic
Fine merino wool crew neck pullover $85.00
Ryan-Fit floral sateen pants $124.00
Riley-Fit stretch shirt $85.00
Shoes $138.00
Items available at Banana Republic stores,
www.bananarepublic.ca

Polished laid-back style
Slim fit ICONS cotton polo $118.00
Extra slim fit sateen ICONS cotton
pants $228.00
Items available at Strellson stores,
www.strellson.com

High Impact Business Casual
Viscose blend 3/4 sleeve cardigan $59.95
Crêpe de chine off-the-shoulder blouse $49.95
Stretch viscose blend pencil skirt $69.95
Ankle strap sandal $79.95
Items available at LE CHÂTEAU stores,
www.lechateau.com

For that professional edge,
always add the essential
third element to your
ensemble - a sports jacket,
sweater or vest for men
and a jacket, structured
cardigan or vest for women.
This third layer instantly
solidifies an outfit, giving
it a polished, unified look.
If jeans are acceptable they
should be impeccable and
in a darker wash – which
read dressier.
Frayed
and torn jeans are not
Smart Business Casual
acceptable in most business
Plaid 100% linen blazer $275.00
settings.
Complete the
Shirt $89.00
Micro-pattern pant $95.00
outfit with complementary,
Items available at Tristan stores,
quality accessories. Don’t
www.tristanstyle.com
underestimate the polish
that a rich leather belt, a beautiful scarf or a fine leather
bag will make on a relaxed look. And be mindful of your

Finally, for those who work
in completely casual work
environments or from home, always invest time to look your
best. It may feel strange to get into ‘office wear’ before
heading into a home office, but studies show that people who
look good, feel good. When you look the part, you do better
at the task at hand!
For casual work places, tailored jeans or trousers with a crisp
shirt, polo shirt or a sweater are suitable options for men. If
your shirt is worn untucked, ensure the shirt tail is wrinkle
free with a straight, smooth bottom edge. For women, looks
can range from a simple dress, to jeans, pants or a skirt
teamed with a top. Leggings worn with a longer length blouse,
sweater or jacket are also top faves. Casual can be classy and
professional.
The ultimate tip - outfits should never appear haphazardly
put together. Regardless of gender, always have a neutral
coloured jacket or cardigan on hand. It will instantly ramp up
your outfit in the event of an
unexpected meeting or client
visit and help keep you on
the road to success.

G enn y I ann u cci
is a stylist and Shine Speaker who
speaks on the topics of creating a
professional image and how to create a versatile and flattering wardrobe.
For more information visit www.shinespeakers.com
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Get top financing tips for condominium corporations
Summer is in full swing and that means that it is crunch time
for boards that are considering major repair and remediation projects. A board deliberating whether to special assess,
finance or defer work for a major project can only make the
best choices by asking the right questions. If you are a condo
board considering a special assessment or loan, or trying to
choose a lender for your project, there is much to be gained
by proper queries. Here are suggested Qs and tips that will
help you make an informed decision in opting for the right
lender:

What is the interest rate and all of the costs?

The interest rate is an obvious and important factor to consider, but if you don’t look at all of the costs, you may not
be getting the whole picture. Lenders charge differing fees
such as up-front fees, review fees, draw fees, and commitment fees that could drive up the actual cost. Additionally, it
is important to get a sense of the legal fees your corporation
should expect. Ask the lender if they have ever worked with
the corporation’s lawyer, if so, this can minimize the work
and cost to review the paperwork. Be sure to ask whether
the lender will have their own legal costs that will have to
be paid by the Corporation, and what those costs might be.

How is this going to affect the condo fees?

Owners will care most about the bottom line – “How much
is this going to cost me every month?”. Ask the lender for
the estimated monthly loan payments under various scenarios, and what impact the loan will have on the future condo
fees for the corporation. The interest rate is always important, but equally, or potentially more important, is the impact to the monthly condo fees. Paying off the loan is important as well, but this is a balancing act with the monthly loan
payments. If the monthly loan payments cause your condo
fees to increase too much, you may be negatively impacting
the value of the condo units by more than a financing solution that keeps condo fees more reasonable.
The amortization period of a loan is the biggest factor in determining the amount of the monthly payment. Some lenders will not provide an amortization period of more than
10 years, which can result in very high monthly payments,
while other lenders will provide an amortization period of
up to 25 years (depending on the type of project) which can
dramatically reduce the monthly payment. The maximum
benefit of a condo corporation loan is achieved when a current owner can sell their condo unit and pass the remaining
monthly payments on to a new owner without decreasing

the selling price of the condo unit.

How much experience does the lender have, and
are they in the business for the long-term?

As a long-term financial partner in a complex process, the
board should consider the lender’s experience and long term
commitment to condominium corporation lending. Ask
the lender about their experience with similar projects, how
long they have been doing condo lending, and the quantity
and size of loans they have made to condos. Do not hesitate
to ask for references; speaking with a board member from
another corporation that has financed a similar project can
be extremely validating. Ask your lawyer, property manager
(or their management company), accountant or engineer
if they have experience working with a particular lender,
which may provide valuable insight. The big banks are notorious for launching new financial products and starting
new business lines, only to change their mind and close a
particular business or product, which can leave clients in a
very difficult situation.

How much support is the lender going to provide to the board and the property manager?

The process of borrowing money for a condo corporation
is more than just a financial transaction. The board must
consider the needs and desires of the owners, balanced with
their duty to repair and maintain the property. A supportive
and experienced lender can make the process much easier
for the board and the property manager, and can help to ensure the owners are well informed and educated about the
choices that are being made. Generally, a condo corporation in Ontario will need to pass a majority vote from the
owners to borrow for a major project, and if the right steps
are followed, even a bad situation can bring the community
together. A lender who also considers the needs of the owners can provide critical guidance and support, the value of
which needs to be considered.

What is the process to have the loan approved and
what conditions and reporting will be required?
Lenders have different requirements and conditions. A lender might require you to move all of your bank accounts, or
open a single new bank account, and this may simply not be
feasible for your property manager or desirable for the corporation. Some lenders require that you start collecting loan
payments up front, while others can work with you to phase
in the increase in condo fees. Lending agreements have different requirements for when liens need to be filed when
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collecting from owners, and some go so far as to stipulate
that the corporation must special assess owners if there is a
deficit in future years.
All lenders will require some form of ongoing information from your corporation; this can range from extensive
monthly reporting to a requirement to provide information
upon request. Ask the lender how long the approval process
will take, how often the loan will need to be reviewed, and
if the loan needs to go through a re-approval process during
the term of the loan.

What is the funding process and how much flexibility should the Board expect?

Make sure to understand the process by which the lender
will advance the loan and what choices owners have with
respect to paying their share of the loan upfront, during the
term of the loan, or at a renewal period. Ask the lender what
would happen if the project takes longer to complete than
anticipated or if the project goes over budget. Construction
projects don’t always go as planned; you want to get a sense
of the level of support and flexibility that you can expect.

Ry an G ri ff iths
is the Director, Condominium Finance, at CWB Maxium Financial. Ryan’s top
priority is working closely with condo boards and property managers to provide
the best financial solution for their needs; he specializes in arranging innovative
financing for major condominium repair and maintenance projects. As part of his
involvement in various chapters of the Canadian Condominium Institute (“CCI”),
Ryan has developed CCI material on financial borrowing and conducted speaking
engagements on condominium finance topics at conferences and industry events
across Canada.

The new McIntosh Perry increases our
disciplines, expertise and services for the
benefit of you - our number one priority.
Reserve Fund Studies
Building Condition Assessments
Roofing Inspections
Parking Garage, Balcony, Windows,
Wall Inspections
Pavement Assessments
Mold and Odor Investigations
Project Management
Building Science

1.888.348.8991
www.mcintoshperry.com

* Two leading firms form multi- disciplinary engineering company to
provide a wide range of services to our clients.
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LIVE LARGE

in your small space

A guide to small space living
Photography: Shannon Ross

Staged by: Shay Steinberg

As condominiums grow to be home options for more people,
the search to find the perfect pieces to furnish them naturally
becomes the next step. If you have ever gone shopping for a
condominium – whether it be for you or a loved one, you come
to realize that the struggle is certainly real. You’re familiar with
the frustration that typically pops up when browsing bigger
retailers that just don’t have what you’re looking for. Typically,
the sizes are made for larger spaces and although the design is
great, it just will not work in your smaller space.

of space without sacrificing utility is a smart and effective way
to furnish your space.

With small space living, understanding that living more with
less may be the secret to maximizing your square footage. What
does this mean exactly? Conventional furniture may not work,
and careful, strategic placement needs to be utilized in order to
create a well put together humble abode. Creating the illusion

Strong geometrics remain on trend and make a bold statement
in a room, especially when enlarged. This season, patterns
will pop up in various furnishings, displayed oversized with
architectural facets.

To jumpstart your shopping venture, we have compiled a list of
pieces that will inspire you to re-envision small space living and
embrace minimalism; whether it’s a convertible table, storage
bed or even a sofa bed. Knowing what’s in the market for 2017
will help you get a head start on furnishing your condo for the
first time, or to re-think the possibilities for condo home décor.

Solutions to common small space woes:

Bedrooms the size of the bed
It’s a common problem, believe it or not. Sometimes a queensized bed may not fit, let alone the addition of a dresser and
two nightstands. The question then becomes, “Where do I put
all my stuff?” Yes, you can put it in your locker or storage,
but what if you have to access the contents on a regular basis?
Hydraulic storage beds that give personality and charm are
available in double, queen and king sizes. Do away with
drawers that occupy space. A simple hydraulic lift mechanism
allows for more storage.

Living/dining room in one
How about the layouts with a vague distinction between living and
dining area? Ask yourself how often you have guests over versus
the frequency that you use the dining set as a storage area. Getting
a convertible coffee/dining table like the Prism enlarges your living
room and allows you to maximize your space – merging your living
and dining area into one. When you do have dinner around the dinner
table, simply lift the table from coffee to dining height. Want to invite
family and friends over? This brilliant table design has hidden panels
inside the table that are inserted to accommodate up to ten people.
All pieces shown in this article can be seen at Small Space Plus, a Toronto retailer that specializes in everything
small spaces. Shop online at www.smallspaceplus.com or visit their retail location. Follow Small Space Plus @
smallspaceplus on Instagram. Like Small Space Plus on Facebook.
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Small entryways
Do you live in an older building that has smaller entryways and openings? The
space itself is sizeable, but getting a larger sofa built in one solid piece just isn’t
feasible. The solution is to go modular. Modular sofas are built in pieces and
assembled on-site in your home. The ‘Mini-Loo’ is a great option for smaller
spaces with its smart design. Because it comes in pieces, you
can actually configure it in over 21 ways (including a bed for
overnight guests)!
BONUS: It’s slipcovered for easy cleaning and has storage
under each piece!

Creating division to an open concept room
Work from home with the functionality of the ‘Lyndon’. This great little piece
is small enough to be propped against a wall to be used as
a foyer table and even makes for a useful desk. It’s the
perfect size to act as a divider to distinguish two separate
areas in your home. Plus, this little transformer lets you
accommodate more guests as it flips open to a dining
table to seat between four to six.

Entertaining in a small space
Great designs really do come in small packages with the ‘Campbell’.
Ever wanted to entertain guests, but could not accommodate more
than four people at a time? With an expandable console/dining
table, you can now host your much yearned for party right in your
own space! At its smallest, it is the size of a console table. You can
place it against the wall and tuck a chair underneath and use it as
a desk. With one panel, it can be used as the perfect four seater
dining table. As more guests come over, you can accommodate
up to twelve people.

Sofa sleepers for overnight guests
Though not a new concept, finding the perfect sofa bed
can be challenging. Modern Sensibility is at the forefront
of innovation when it comes to sofa beds. Say goodbye to
the traditional mattress racking system. Their designs are
lightweight and are cleverly designed. Residents may not
always have the luxury of an extra room for overnight guests.
Enter sofa beds that are designed specifically for small spaces.
The ‘Aztec’, at only 73”, converts into a queen- sized bed. Lift
the trundle base and it becomes a lounger. Click the back rest
and it folds down to a bed.

Create a multi-functional room
Create a multi-functional room with
customizable wall bed systems. With the
additions of headboard, sofa, cabinetry and
lighting options, the possibilities allow the
end user to create a one-of-a-kind space that
works to the dimensions of their room. The
addition of custom cabinetry allows you to
maximize storage.

S HERR Y DOAN
Lover of life, coffee, wine, tea, food, travel and yoga, Sherry has over five years of experience in the furniture industry and knows
the troubles of living in small spaces. Her mantra is to be good to people, as we are all connected. Her expertise comes in fine
attention to detail and simplistic design aesthetic.

CONDOLAND:

Q&A

ASK THE LAWYER

Brian Horlick, Senior Partner at Horlick Levitt Di Lella LLP and Associates Jessica Weick and
Gareth Stackhouse provide some insight into condo-related questions and concerns!

I am on disability, am 85 years old and was not able to
make my monthly fees because I was in the hospital.
I don’t have anyone I can rely on to make payments
for me even if I had the money. A lien has been placed
on my property. Is there any way I can get the lien
reversed given my circumstances?
Under section 84 of the Condominium Act, 1998, all
unit owners are obligated to contribute to the common
expenses in the proportions specified in the declaration.
No unit owner is exempt from this obligation. When a unit
owner fails to pay their common expense fees, section 85
of the Condominium Act, 1998 authorizes the corporation
to register a lien against the condominium unit for the
unpaid amount together with all interest owing and all
reasonable legal costs and expenses in connection with the
collection of the unpaid amount. If you are unable to pay
your maintenance fees, you may have to consider other
living arrangements or sources of financing that may be
available to you.

What is the difference
condominium dwelling?

between

freehold

and

There are many important and significant differences
between owning a freehold property and owning a
condominium unit. The freedoms associated with freehold
ownership is what many people think of when they think
about home ownership. With a freehold property, the
owner owns the home itself and the lot of land it sits
on. The owner of a freehold property is able to alter the
interior and exterior of their home to a great degree, and is
responsible for the upkeep of the property.
In the condominium context, a unit owner has exclusive
ownership over his or her unit with boundaries set by the
corporation’s declaration. The unit owners of all of the
units also collectively own the common elements of the
property as tenants in common, in proportions that are set
out in Schedule D of the corporation’s declaration. The
costs of operating and maintaining these common element
areas is jointly shared by the individual unit owners
in the form of monthly maintenance fees. Owners of
condominium units must comply with the Condominium
Act, 1998, the corporation’s declaration, by-laws and

rules. These governing documents can impose substantial
restrictions on the freedom of a unit owner to deal
with his or her property, for example these documents
can place restrictions on the ability to own pets or the
ability to renovate a unit without the prior consent of
the condominium corporation’s board of directors. As
such, it is important that all prospective purchasers of
condominium units review the corporation’s governing
documents and educate themselves on the rights and
responsibilities of unit owners prior to purchase.
Hopefully the above provides some options for such a
situation and can be resolved through dialogue.

If I am not able to pay my condo fees, is the property
management company allowed to contact my
mortgage company without my consent?
In short, yes. Because condominium units are “special
types of property” governed by the Condominium Act,
1998 there are “special rights” for the mortgage company
(called a “mortgagee”) that are set out in section 88 of
the Act and further terms of a condominium mortgage
that are different from a mortgage for freehold property.
Essentially, if you default, the mortgagee needs to have a
right to step into your shoes and have all of the rights of
a condominium unit owner (such as voting at AGMs and
receiving notice of meetings).
Section 88 includes provisions that are deemed to be
included in every mortgage for a condominium unit, and
key amongst these is that if you default your obligation to
pay the common expense amounts (“condo fees”) due and
payable for your condominium unit(s) then your mortgage
is in default. Once this happens, the mortgagee can step
into your shoes. The mortgagee can also start to pay all
common expenses you owe, on your behalf, which will
be added to the costs of your mortgage, together with all
other fees and charges set out in your mortgage. Further,
a mortgagee can, under section 47, give a condominium
corporation notice that the mortgagee wishes to receive
notice of all meetings and that the mortgagee has the right
to vote on behalf of the unit that is mortgaged.
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My condominium corporation gave the unit owners
one (1) weeks’ notice that there would be no air
conditioning for three (3) weeks while they replace
the unit. My condominium fees include hydro/gas.
Should the condo corporation be reimbursing us for
that time period? This is during a heat wave when
AC use would be quite high. Would the same apply
if heating was not available?
The short answer to this question is, no. Condominium
corporations will not reimburse unit owners for their
common expense fees. If there are any savings in a fiscal
year, the corporation is likely going to reallocate the
amount saved to another part of the budget that could
use the money. Furthermore, they may keep any savings
to further build up the reserve fund or to keep it in the
operating budget for the following year. Allocating
money in this fashion may permit the corporation to
reduce the percentage by which common expense fees
will increase the following year.

B RI AN H O R L I C K
has been successfully engaged in the practice of law for over 30
years. He is a senior partner with the law firm of Horlick Levitt Di
Lella LLP and practices exclusively in the area of condominium
law. Brian is actively involved in the condominium community
and believes that education and knowledge are the cornerstones of
a healthy and vibrant condominium industry.

gareth stackho u se
is an associate at Horlick Levitt Di Lella LLP, practicing primarily
in the areas of condominium law and corporate/commercial law.
Gareth was admitted to the Law Society of Upper Canada in 2012.
He received his J.D. from Queen’s University in 2011.

J essica W eick
is an associate at Horlick Levitt Di Lella LLP, where her practice
focuses primarily on condominium law. Jessica was admitted to
the Law Society of Upper Canada in 2015. She received her J.D.
from Queen’s University where she graduated on the Dean’s List.

To submit your own question to “Ask the Lawyer,”
email editorials@CondoConfidential.com!
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Design Hacks for Small Condos
Two simple steps to personalize and make the most of the
space you have, on a budget.
By Harrison Fae Design founder Alicia Sass

Living in a condo can have its challenges. When designing the space, it’s possible to run into issues with creating separate living spaces - combining your open concept floor plan and making sure that everything works together to create
a cohesive living environment. Smaller rooms and minimal storage can have you pulling your hair out trying to make
your space look magazine ready but still functional. Luckily, as a designer, I love a good challenge.
Design trends can be overwhelming but creative and fun at the same time. Condo living is changing the design scene
in Toronto because many residents are turning to condominiums, what with the rising prices of homes in the GTA. We
find ourselves in 800 square foot spaces in the sky versus the 1800 square foot home with a backyard. With this being
the case, figuring out a way to make your space look and feel bigger is the first item on the agenda.

My “go to” look for 2017 is white. White opens up endless possibilities. Start with white as a base and build off it to create
something beautiful, similar to a blank art canvas.

1
2

Paint everything with Benjamin Moore ‘Simply White’ - ceiling, baseboards, doors and window casings and
walls. Painting all of the walls white is typically the first step to making your space feel bright and open. Your
condo should now look like a Scandinavian oasis, which is another 2017 design trend.
Finding white too stark? Turn to Alternative Art.
Whether your condo is your dream home or a
landing spot until you move to your next home,
some budgets or preference aren’t fit for original
art. Search for more inexpensive prints, think out
of the box and find other items to bring unique
pops of colour and art into your space:

Bar cart. There’s more to bar carts than displaying
alcohol. Choose a beautifully crafted bar cart to display goodies and treats, fun coasters, trays and plants.
Art-ify the cart with small personal touches including
accessories and items you already have in your home.
Use it as extra space to store your finer glassware. This
writer loves to display wine from her travels. Wine labels can serve as art and can showcase your personal
style. Find interesting bottles during travels and display them in your bar cart for a unique conversation
starter. Be warned – don’t overcrowd! Simply choose
your top 3 – 5 bottles and display them with some of
your personal items.
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Photos: Heidi Lau for Harrison Fae Design

Area carpet. Go on a hunt for a carpet style of your
liking. Choose a colour and/or pattern that suits your
personality. When choosing an area carpet for your
space, leave about 18” of hardwood showing around
the area carpet. This will ground your room but also
look like a proper area carpet vs wall to wall carpeting. Choosing an area carpet with a bold pattern or
colour can add that perfect contrast against pristine
white walls.

Lighting. This alternative art option is currently making a huge impact on the design scene. Many lighting engineers are partnering with designers to create beautiful sculptural pieces that can be featured
throughout your space. Picking a beautiful light fixture to hover over your dining room table or an interesting lamp for an end table can bring your space to
a whole new level. Pairing exceptional lighting with
simple dining tables and chairs can make for a fantastic art piece. Consider mixing metals and materials
to tie the lighting in with the rest of your space.

Textiles. Pillows, throws, and drapery are your
go-to textiles. Pillows are fantastic ways to incorporate colour and pattern. Choose 4 or 5
bright and fun patterns and spread across your
bedroom, living room and/or office without
breaking the bank. You can also pair them with
less expensive solid pillows to add depth. Pillows
are the perfect way to be bold and inject fun into
your space. Invest in solid key furniture such
as your sofa, and lounge chair. Simply switch
the pillows up every few years to keep the look
fresh.
Alternative art can dramatically transform your condo.
Don’t be afraid to have fun with these design trends.
Make sure that your canvas is blank, open and airy-white
so that you can have fun with the easy items like area carpets, accessories, lighting and pillows - all items that are
easy to change out. They don’t involve buckets of paint
and drop sheets along with dust from sanding and renovations. Spend less time painting and more time traveling
the world in search for that perfect bottle of red to display
when you return home!
Your home should be a representation of yourself and
should be a welcoming space after a long day at work or
when entertaining. Making sure that your space feels tailored to you means finding items that showcase who you
are as a person.
Are you up for the challenge?

ALICIA SASS
is founder of Harrison Fae Design, a renowned Toronto designer and expert
in space planning and interior design. With a focus on residential, retail
and restaurant design, she provides advice on everything from architectural
reconfiguration to furniture and drapery selections. She has been featured in
several magazines and on TV programs to offer design advice. With a decade
of design experience, she is very well respected in the industry. For more
information and to set a consultation visit www.harrisonfae.ca.

New Roof Construction
Re-Roof Replacement
24/7 Emergency Service
Soffit, Fascia, Eavestrough
Vinyl, Aluminum, Cedar Siding
Leaf Screen for Eavestrough
Snow & Ice Dam Removal
Roof Tune Ups & Repairs

The sky is the limit
for quality and service
www.aaaroofmasters.com

T:905-949-1553
F:905-949-9830
info@aaaroofmasters.com

437 Attwell Drive, Etobicoke, ON M9W 5C4

www.spectrumco.ca

DRYERFIGHTERS

CLOTHES DRYER FIRE PREVENTION
We remove flammable lint from
Inside your Clothes dryers.
(905) 455-2203
www.dryerfightersinc.com
info@dryerfightersinc.com
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GOTCHA, GOTCHA,
CUCARACHA

by Hug Group Pest Control’s Gordon Walsh

Changing Tactics In Our Long War With Pests

Some years back in our former “renting” years, an annual ritual took place in our building when once a year a solemn letter
from the Management Office arrived at our doors. It was the
exact same letter every year – just the date was changed. The
letter started by saying, “Cockroaches are PUBLIC ENEMY
NO. 1 and your building is declaring war on them.” Following
that, a schedule of dates was printed advising residents when
a pest technician would be coming to the apartments to carry
out a treatment. Beyond that, we never heard much, we were
never even asked if there was a problem in our apartment in
the first place or how that so-called “war” was going.

2.

People who think they’ll never get bed bugs and take no
precautions or don’t become pro-active can be in for a big
and unpleasant surprise! Properly encase mattresses and
shield your bed from bugs.

3.

Get educated. Education is quickly emerging as the primary weapon in the war on pests. Ask your pest control
company to get basic tips on keeping your unit pest free.
Hug Group Pest Control believes in this educational approach – providing an extra service to busy managers
who also have to juggle competing priorities. The right
education helps homeowners become more confident that
they can do so much more themselves in eradicating pest
problems in their unit and saving themselves from both
extra stress and unnecessary spending. Education is also
appreciated by the Board, who can breathe a little easier
knowing that the budget for pest control can be better
managed.

4.

No to D-I-Y. There’s a risk that it’ll be done incorrectly,
increasing infestation (which may also affect neighbouring units), hence incurring more costs.

5.

Choose a pest control company that cares. Choosing your
pest control service provider should focus on what they
know about pest control, how they carry it out, and of
course how much they charge for their services. Keep an
eye out for innovative pest control service providers who
can tailor-fit solutions to all kinds of pest control issues.
At a roach infested property, Hug Group Pest Control
had to think out of the box to find a solution as one sick
resident could not be moved out of his unit. Instead of
an aggressive treatment, the company resorted to bait application and extensive use of traps over the span of a
couple of months. The result? A cockroach-less unit and
a happy resident.

All wars - whether those recorded from history or even the
“wars” on pests - can teach us lessons. We can all learn at least
how these wars were/are waged and what was the result at the
end. Or, in the case of the war on pests, if the war even ended.
Condominium residents are constantly involved in a long and
drawn out, almost never-ending war with pests. Written references to some pesticides being used in agriculture have been
around for at least 4000 years. More recent and frequent references to pest control and pest control methods come from the
18/19th centuries.
In this 21st century era, that war on pests goes on aided by new
research and general improvements in the variety of treatment
options available for both the technician and the customer.
But still, the march of the pesky cockroaches continues; the
arrival of the dreaded bedbugs in the very early 2000s has
actually moved the cockroaches a notch down on the “enemy”
list, and many folks are slowly realizing that rats and mice are
increasing in vast numbers simply due to the ever-increasing
warmer weather. No need to try and burrow underground and
stay there when now many winter days don’t feel that cold
any more. This allows the rats to get an earlier start foraging
for food, and starting another new family or two!
Pest control companies working with customers in today’s
crowded cities and large high rise buildings are challenged
more they have ever been before. The best way to win the war
is to work together.
1.

Pest technicians can only be effective if residents do their
part. This means cleaning up dirty kitchens and discarding and/or putting away food sources. A dirty unit will
still attract cockroaches no matter how much pest control
treatments are applied.

The war on pests today may very well be won through using
smart approaches, well-planned treatments and the education
and support of all concerned. A good pest control service provider will produce a well–planned technical and strategical approach that will eradicate determined and relentless invaders
who have learned how to co-exist with humans as they hide
out in our personal living spaces.
In the fight to be pest-free, it’s crucial to get in the know.

GORDON WALSH
has been active in pest control for 20 years, especially in residential non- profit housing. His present focus is working with condos; as well, he markets
the CLEAN REST mattress encasements.

is your first choice for commercial and residential cleaning services. Our decade of
cleaning experience has been built on delivering the highest level of cleaning services
in condominiums, apartment buildings, businesses and offices around the GTA.

647.785.1877

jose@starcleaning.ca
www.StarCleaning.ca

SERVICES
INCLUDE:
•
•
•
•
•

Residential Building Cleaning
Commercial Office Cleaning
Post-Construction Cleaning
Carpet Cleaning
Window Cleaning

YOU PRIDE YOURSELF ON THE CLEANLINESS OF YOUR PREMISES
At Star Cleaning we know that a clean
space is a reflection of the quality of
our work, which is why we maintain
the highest cleaning standards. Our
dedicated and fully trained cleaning
staff will ensure your premises are
cleaned and maintained to meet your
standards, and our attention to detail
is guaranteed to exceed your expectations every time.
77 Howard Street, St 1614, Toronto ON M4X 1J9

BROCK DOORS & WINDOWS LTD.

WINDOWS

ENTRY DOORS

PATIO DOORS

GARAGE DOORS

Your whole
home experts
for windows
and doors!

The Trusted Team of the GTA & Surrounding Areas

Over 25 years experience, over 70,000 installs
and 1000s of satisfied customers.

2 016

WINNER
7 YEARS

CALL BROCK TODAY!

1.800.449.3808
sales@brockwindows.com

SHOWROOM HOURS:

Mon-Fri 9:00 am – 5:00 pm
Sat 10:00 am – 3:00 pm

BROCKWINDOWS.COM

